SolarWinds Flow Tool Bundle

Gain the ability to quickly distribute, test, and configure flow traffic with the free SolarWinds® Flow Tool Bundle. Showcasing some of SolarWinds signature flow traffic analysis capabilities, the Flow Tool Bundle offers three handy, easy-to-install network traffic analysis tools: SolarWinds NetFlow Replicator, SolarWinds NetFlow Generator, and SolarWinds NetFlow Configurator.

Feel the flow with SolarWinds Flow Tool Bundle!

FLOW TOOL BUNDLE PRODUCTS AND FEATURES

NetFlow Replicator – Distribute a single stream of network flow data to multiple destinations for general purpose flow analysis or security analysis.

1. Replicates IPv4 or IPv6 flow data from a single input to multiple destinations.
2. Can be run standalone or installed as a Windows® service.
3. Supports configurable random sampling for flow data packets.
4. Allows single addresses to receive multiple streams on different ports.
5. Forwards NetFlow v9 and IPFIX templates.

NetFlow Generator – Generate simulated network flow data to test and validate your configurations.

1. Generates simulated flow traffic locally or through a network to a flow collector.
2. Defines the collector, traffic type, endpoints for flow records, and multiple source and interface index specifications.
4. Supports custom templates for flow export technologies.
5. Supports NBAR2 simulation.
NetFlow Configurator – Remotely and quickly configure NetFlow v5 via SNMP on supported Cisco® devices.

1. Quickly and easily activates NetFlow on your network devices.
2. Allows users to activate NetFlow and find bandwidth hogs.
3. Offers the option to bypass the CLI with an intuitive GUI.
4. Allows users to set up collectors for NetFlow data.
5. Monitors traffic data per interface.
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For product information about SolarWinds products, visit solarwinds.com, call, or email.
7171 Southwest Parkway | Building 400 | Austin, Texas 78735

For additional information, please contact SolarWinds at 866.530.8100 or email sales@solarwinds.com. To locate an international reseller near you, visit http://www.solarwinds.com/partners/reseller_locator.aspx